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Independent Appraiser’s Report
To the Governing Committee Members of OtagoNet Joint Venture, the Directors of Electricity Southland Limited and the
Commerce Commission
Independent Appraiser Report on Related Party Transactions Pursuant to Electricity Distribution
Information Disclosure Determination 2012
This report is for the OJV Regulatory Network (‘the Network’) which includes:


Electricity Southland Limited (‘ESL’) which operates the ESL network; and



OtagoNet Joint Venture (‘OJV’), consisting of a joint venture between Electricity Invercargill (‘EIL’) and The Power Company (‘TPC’), which
operates the OJV network.

The Governing Committee for OJV mirrors the Board of ESL. Any reference to the Governing Committee of the Network in this report therefore includes
reference to those charged with governance of both OJV and ESL.
We have completed our reasonable assurance engagement in respect of the compliance of the Network with the related party requirements, as set out in the
Electricity Distribution Information Disclosure Determination 2012 (the ‘ID Determination’) for the disclosure year ended 31 March 2019 where we are
required to report on:


whether the Network’s basis for valuation of related party transactions (‘valuation of related party transactions’), has complied, in all material
respects, with clause 2.3.6 of the ID Determination, and clauses 2.2.11(1)(g) and 2.2.11(5) of the Electricity Distribution Services Input
Methodologies Determination 2012 (‘the IM Determination’); and



whether the steps taken by the Network, as specified under the “Summary of steps and analysis undertaken by the Network to test compliance”
are considered to be, in all material respects, reasonable in the circumstances.

Qualified Opinion

In our opinion, except for the matters described in the Basis for Qualified Opinion section of our report:


the basis for valuation of related party transactions for the disclosure year ended 31 March 2019 complies, in all material respects, with the ID
Determination and the IM Determination; and



the steps undertaken by the Network, as specified under the “Summary of steps and analysis undertaken by the Network to test compliance” are
considered to be, in all material respects, reasonable in the circumstances.

PricewaterhouseCoopers, The PwC Centre, 60 Cashel Street, PO Box 13244, Christchurch, New Zealand
T: +64 3 374 3000, F: +64 3 374 3001, pwc.co.nz

Basis for Qualified Opinion
The information provided by the Network to support the arm’s length valuation for certain related party expenditures could not be verified against
independent objective measures. Sufficient appropriate audit evidence could therefore not be obtained to conclude on whether the basis for valuation of
these related party expenditures complies, in all material respects, with the ID Determination and IM Determination. Additional information regarding the
Network’s steps and our procedures are noted under Step 4 on pages 10 to 11 and Step 5 on pages 12 to 13 of this report. This limitation in evidence is in
respect of related party capital expenditure of $4,208,000 and operating expenditure of $476,000 included in schedule 5b of the Network’s 2019
Information Disclosure Schedules.
Consequently, we were unable to determine whether any adjustments to these amounts would be necessary to ensure compliance with the ID
Determination and IM Determination.
We conducted our engagement in accordance with ISAE (NZ) 3000 (Revised), Assurance Engagements Other than Audits or Reviews of Historical
Financial Information and SAE 3100 (Revised) Compliance Engagements to obtain reasonable assurance that the Network has complied in all material
respects with the relevant related party valuation requirements as set out in the ID Determination and the IM Determination for the year ended 31 March
2019.
In forming our qualified opinion, except as explained in the Basis for Qualified Opinion section of our report, we have obtained sufficient recorded evidence
and all the information and explanations we have required.

Our Independence and Quality Control
We have complied with the independence and other ethical requirements of Professional and Ethical Standard 1 (Revised) issued by the New Zealand
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board, which is founded on the fundamental principles of integrity, objectivity, professional competence and due care,
confidentiality and professional behaviour.
The firm applies Professional and Ethical Standard 3 (Amended) and accordingly maintains a comprehensive system of quality control including
documented policies and procedures regarding compliance with ethical requirements, professional standards, and applicable legal and regulatory
requirements.
We are independent of the Network. Other than our role as financial statement auditors our firm carries out other services for the Network in the areas of
compliance with regulatory requirements of the Commerce Act 1986, the provision of regulatory update advisory services and tax pooling services. The
provision of these other services has not impaired our independence as Appraiser of the Network.
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Our approach
Materiality
Our assurance engagement is designed to obtain reasonable assurance about the Network’s qualitative and quantitative compliance, in all material respects,
with the ID Determination and IM Determination.
Quantitative materiality level was determined as 2% of total related party transactions. Qualitative factors were also considered when assessing the arm’s
length valuation rules on related party transactions.
The scope of our assurance engagement was influenced by our application of materiality.
Based on our professional judgement, we determined certain quantitative thresholds for materiality. These, together with qualitative considerations, helped
us to determine the scope of our assurance engagement, the nature, timing and extent of our assurance procedures and to evaluate the effect of
misstatements, both individually and in aggregate on the related party information as a whole.
Key assumptions we made in carrying out our procedures
In carrying out our procedures we have relied on the internal controls at OJV and ESL relating to the identification of related party transactions and the
valuation of related party transactions that we tested, and placed reliance on, during our audits of the financial statements for the year ended 31 March 2019
in relation to our work as the independent appraiser for the disclosure year ended 31 March 2019.
Basis used for sampling of related party transactions
We obtained the Network’s assessment of their compliance with the relevant related party valuation requirements in the ID Determination and IM
Determination.
We selected a sample of related party transactions on a haphazard basis across a range of transactions and services, and agreed these to the supporting
information provided by the Network to demonstrate the independent and objective measure used for those transactions and services, to determine
whether it has been valued in accordance with the related party valuation requirements in the ID Determination and IM Determination.
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Steps and analysis undertaken in testing compliance
Step 1) Identifying related party relationships and transactions
Summary of steps undertaken by the Network to demonstrate compliance
The Network identified all related party relationships in accordance with the ID Determination, and disclosed these in Appendix A to the 2019 Information
Disclosure Schedules as prepared and published under the ID Determination.
The parties to the Network are related. PowerNet Limited (‘PowerNet’) and PowerNet Central Limited (‘PCL’) are related parties due to common ownership.
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During the year related party transactions occurred with PowerNet and PCL.
 PowerNet provides network management services to OJV, EIL and TPC, under equivalent NMAs.
 PowerNet subcontracts external parties to assist it in providing these services where appropriate.
 PowerNet recovers its costs from OJV and the other network companies through an agency fee for network management/business support services,
direct pass through of labour and material charges, and a commercial mark-up on capital and maintenance to recover PowerNet’s costs and
contribute to profit.
 PowerNet also undertakes contestable works for other customers on the same terms.
 PowerNet entered into a NMA with ESL post year-end.
 PCL provides network design services, capital construction works, maintenance, and fault services to ESL.
 PCL recovers its costs from ESL through labour and material charges with a commercial mark-up to recover PCL’s costs and contribute to profit.
Related party transactions between the Network and PowerNet
during the year ended 31 March 2019:
Operating Expenditure (opex):
$’000
i.
Service interruption and emergencies
2,049
ii.
Vegetation management
1,582
iii.
Routine & corrective maintenance
1,683
iv.
Asset replacement and renewal
121
v.
System operations & network support
857
vi.
Business support
1,525
Total opex
7,817
Capital Expenditure (capex):
vii.
Consumer connection
viii.
System growth
ix.
Asset replacement and renewal
x.
Quality of supply
xi.
Other reliability, safety and environment
Total capex

1,007
31
6,451
1,669
3,005
12,163

Total PowerNet Related Party Expenditure

19,980

Related party transactions between the Network and PCL during the
year ended 31 March 2019:
Operating Expenditure (opex):
$’000
i.
Service interruption and emergencies
25
ii.
Routine & corrective maintenance
20
Total opex
45
Capital Expenditure (capex):
iii.
Consumer connection
iv.
System growth
v.
Asset replacement and renewal
Total capex

2,750
240
5
2,995

Total PCL Related Party Expenditure

3,040
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Our procedures undertaken
We have tested the completeness and accuracy of the related party relationships and transactions by:


Agreeing the disclosures within Appendix A and Schedule 5b of the 2019 Information Disclosure schedules to the aggregate disclosures in the
audited financial statements of OJV and ESL for the year ended 31 March 2019 and to their respective accounting records, investigating any
differences and determining whether any such differences are justified; and



Applying our understanding of the business structures against the related party definition in the IM Determination clause 1.1.4(2)(b) to assess OJV
and ESL’s identification of any “unregulated parts” of the entities respectively.

Step 2) Outlining the intent behind the OJV agency agreement with PowerNet
Summary of steps undertaken by the Network to demonstrate compliance of the OJV related party transactions with PowerNet
OJV incurred 75% of its capex and the majority of its operating costs for its electricity distribution business from PowerNet, in accordance with the explicit
terms and conditions of the PowerNet Network Management Agreement (‘NMA’).
While OJV owns the network assets, under the NMA PowerNet manage the network assets, carry out an agreed capital works programme, have the
exclusive right to provide line function services and provide the business administration services on behalf of OJV.
PowerNet was established in 1994 to extract operational efficiencies from the merger of field work management, asset management and office based
functions performed by TPC and EIL. In 1993, there were two autonomous lines companies in Southland (TPC and EIL). Each had separate staff,
management and Board of Directors, and each had a different ownership structure. We understand the Board of both companies recognised there would be
significant economies of scale benefits if there were a single lines company covering the area. Due to different ownership we understand a single lines
company was not considered possible, however a single network management entity was a viable option.
PowerNet increased its operations to include OJV and ESL, and therefore extended its scale and opportunity for efficiency. Part of the policy intent of the
new related party rules is to address concerns that related parties may be inefficient which may cause the Network to overcharge consumers. OJV notes that
the intent of the PowerNet Group structure and NMA was to generate cost efficiencies and savings through economy of scale, improve network reliability
and secure qualified staff to efficiently maintain the network assets within the region.
ESL did not have a NMA with PowerNet during the disclosure year.
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Our procedures undertaken
The background information provided by OJV is in line with our understanding of the intent behind the group structure and agency/management
agreement between OJV and PowerNet.
We obtained the minutes of OJV’s Governing Committee meetings and noted:
 Approval of the NMA and annual business plan by the OJV Governing Committee;
 A focus on ensuring efficient cost and effective management of the network with regular measurement of performance and monitoring in the
monthly OJV Governing Committee reports;
 External reports obtained and presented to the OJV Governing Committee on prudency and efficiency of forecast spends and benchmarking of
operational cost efficiency; and
 An independent report obtained focussed on the appropriate allocation of PowerNet costs between the four network customers.
We obtained all PowerNet’s NMAs and note the agreements are consistent for TPC, EIL and OJV. This equivalence demonstrates that the transactions with
OJV are consistent with the regional market.
Step 3) Assessing compliance with the definition of an arm’s length transaction (in accordance with ISA (NZ) 550)

From 1 April 2018, a principles based approach to the valuation of related party transactions is being applied. All related party transactions must
meet the arm’s length valuation rule for ID disclosures, based on the following definition of arm’s length transaction from the International
Standard for Auditing (NZ) 550: “a transaction conducted on such terms and conditions as between a willing buyer and a willing seller who are
unrelated and are acting independently of each other and pursuing their own best interests”.
Summary of steps undertaken by the Network to demonstrate compliance
OJV acknowledges that meeting the ‘arm’s length’ valuation criteria, as defined above, is challenging due to the ownership structure and significant amount
of work PowerNet manages on behalf of OJV under the NMA. Similarly, the significant amount of work performed by PCL for ESL creates challenges in
meeting the arm’s length criteria as well.
OJV performed an analysis of the arm’s length definition and have set out its interpretation in Appendix A to the 2019 Information Disclosure Schedules.
Key points are summarised below:
i.
Terms and conditions
The OJV purchasing terms and conditions applied to PowerNet, are the same as applied to other suppliers. In turn, the purchasing terms and
conditions PowerNet applies, are the same to OJV as any other customer.
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ii.

Willing buyer and willing seller who are unrelated
The internal labour rates applied by PowerNet, and commercial mark-up rates are the same to OJV and all other customers for similar services,
indicating that the parties are acting consistent with the principle of willing buyer and willing seller who are unrelated.

iii.

Acting independently
OJV is related to PowerNet by way of common ownership, however with regards to acting independently, PowerNet operates with the level of
independence of a separate entity, as the ownership is held by two shareholders with differently ownership structures. Each entity has its own
Governing Committee/Board of Directors who act independently in their roles.

iv.

Pursuing their own best interests
Both shareholders of PowerNet have different ownership structures (TPC owned by a Consumer Trust, and EIL owned by the Invercargill City
Council), and different regulatory requirements. This unrelated ownership ensures a review process when preparing budgets and analysing
performance, to make sure one shareholder is not disadvantaged over the other with each entity pursuing their own best interest.

ESL performed the following analysis of the arm’s length definition for transactions with PCL:
A substantial portion of PCL’s turnover is from services provided to unrelated entities. However, it is difficult to assess whether the terms and conditions
applied are for substantially the same goods or services. The ESL board is consistent with the OJV board and the PCL board is consistent with the PowerNet
board. The principles associated with iii) and iv) above therefore also apply to the transactions between ESL and PCL.
Our procedures undertaken
PowerNet performed 75% of OJV’s capex and 90% of OJV’s opex during the year ended 31 March 2019. Whilst PowerNet performs the majority of OJV’s
capex and opex work, we note that 40% of the costs relate to external materials and labour obtained at arm’s length.
We have performed the following procedures over OJV’s arm’s length definition assessment:
i. Terms and conditions
Agreed the OJV standard terms and conditions to the PowerNet standard terms and conditions (applied to both OJV and external customers) and
noted no variation.
ii. Willing buyer and willing seller who are unrelated
Obtained a copy of a contract with an unrelated PowerNet customer and agreed the internal labour rates and commercial mark-up to that charged
to OJV.
iii. Acting independently
We note that the PowerNet Board has obligations to all of its customers, through its terms and conditions of supply. From a PowerNet perspective,
Directors must meet their fiduciary duties by honouring those obligations. They cannot favour OJV because PowerNet has multiple customers.
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iv. Pursuing their own best interest
We considered evidence obtained through our other procedures which indicates how each entity pursues its own best interest below:
How does PowerNet pursue its own best interests?
 It ensures all customers have the same terms of trade;
 It seeks customer approval of its annual works programme;
 It sub-contracts work where there are better outcomes for its customers; and
 It negotiates wholesale purchase agreements to minimise costs.
How OJV pursues its own best interests?
 It ensures PowerNet’s other customers do not receive favourable terms;
 It monitors the performance of PowerNet; and
 It approves PowerNet’s work plans for its network.
We have performed the following procedures over ESL’s arm’s length definition assessment:
 We noted consistent Boards between OJV and ESL as well as between PowerNet and PCL;
 We note that the PCL Board has obligations to all of its customers, through its terms and conditions of supply. From a PCL perspective, Directors
must meet their fiduciary duties by honouring those obligations. They cannot favour ESL because PCL has multiple customers; and
 We could not verify whether the terms and conditions applied to ESL by PCL is consistent with those associated with substantially the same goods
or services to other PCL customers. Refer to Step 5) for further consideration of the impact on our independent appraiser report.
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Step 4) Obtaining independent and objective measures to support the arm’s length principle for transactions with PowerNet
Summary of steps undertaken by the Network to demonstrate compliance of the related party transactions with PowerNet
The independent and objective measures used by Network to demonstrate prices paid to PowerNet are no more than arm’s length transaction value are as
follows.

External labour &
materials (opex and
capex)

Mark-up external
labour & materials
(opex)

Mark-up external
labour and materials
(capex)

Internal labour &
equipment charges
(opex and capex)

Business, system,
network support
(opex)

• Sourced from external
suppliers, on a traditional
arm's length basis
• Cost efficiencies gained
through supplier
agreements e.g. electrical
supply agreements ensure
prices are no more than
market rates due to
wholesale agreements
consistent with the scale of
PowerNet's operations

• Cost efficiencies gained
through economies of scale
• Transparency of cost
allocation process based on
cost drivers and consistent
mark-up rates for
customers
• External non-network
customer work being
awarded to PowerNet
based on the same opex
rates as charged to
Electricity Distribution
Business (EDB) customers

• Cost efficiencies gained
through economies of scale
• Transparency of cost
allocation process based on
cost drivers and consistent
mark-up rates for
customers

• Unit rates are consistent for
each EDB and PowerNet’s
other customers
• Labour rates are
benchmarked against
competitors, and fall within
expected ranges
• Independent engineer
review of prudency and
efficiency of works
programme

• Shared services model
provides scale efficiencies
to OJV
• Share of PowerNet’s costs
assigned to OJV based on
measurable and
transparent cost drivers,
applied consistently across
all of PowerNet’s customers
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Our procedures undertaken
We obtained the Network’s assessment of the available independent and objective measures used in supporting the arm’s length valuation principle.
We noted that procedures are in place for monitoring of costs. We performed the following procedures over a sample of transactions at the work order level
for OJV:
 Agreed the make-up of costs (as reported by OJV above) to the work order within the Tech1 system;
 Agreed individual costs to supporting invoices (from external suppliers) or agreed rates (such as labour and equipment rates);
 Agreed the internal labour rates and mark-ups charged to those used in the labour rates benchmarking analysis;
 Tested appropriate approval of project costs at completion of the project by the project manager; and
 Tested compliance with the procurement policy/process as disclosed in Appendix A to the Information Disclosure Schedules.
We performed the following procedures on the individual components of costs as outlined by OJV to obtain evidence regarding the appropriateness of and
level of comfort obtained from the independent and objective measures provided:
External labour and material (Opex - $651k and Capex - $6.5m)
 Obtained a copy of the electrical supply agreement, which covers a significant portion of the costs and noted quarterly reviews of prices and
performance; and
 Agreed external costs, for a sample of work orders, to supporting invoices from external suppliers.
Mark-up external labour & materials (Capex - $1.2m and Opex - $476k)
 Obtained the NMA and minutes of OJV Governing Committee meetings and noted approval by the OJV Governing Committee of the cost allocation
methods;
 Obtained all of the PowerNet NMAs and note consistent terms and mark-up rates are applied to PowerNet’s EDB customers; and
 Obtained an independent advisor report prepared on the reasonableness of the allocation of costs between the PowerNet EDB customers. We note
the report supports the transparent and consistent application of cost allocation between PowerNet’s EDB customers.
The evidence supporting the costs associated with the mark-up on external labour and material on capex and opex are consistent across PowerNet’s EDB
customers. However, the capex and opex mark-up rates have not been compared to external capex and opex mark-up rates and therefore no independent
objective measures were provided to support the arm’s length valuation principle. We have considered the impact of the lack of independent and objective
measures to support the arm’s length principle on our opinion due to the material value of the expenditure. Refer to the Basis for our Qualified Opinion
section of the report for further details.
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Internal labour & equipment charges (Opex - $4.2m and Capex - $4.5m)
 Obtained a copy of the independent electrical engineer’s report on the 2018/19 works programme review which assessed the forecast spend of a
sample of projects for prudency and efficiency. We note even though all projects selected met the prudency criteria only the capex and vegetation
management opex projects met the efficiency criteria. For the remaining opex projects OJV could not demonstrate that the unit costs rates for the
exclusive services performed by PowerNet are comparable to market rates;
 We obtained subsequent benchmarking performed by OJV over opex and capex labour and equipment rates;
 Agreed PowerNet labour and equipment rates to a sample of work orders to ensure they agree to rates charged to OJV during the year;
 Agreed market/competitor rates to supporting documentation such as quotes or invoices;
 Recalculated the variances and average percentages between PowerNet rates and other market rates;
 Considered the reasonableness of the variance of labour rates between PowerNet and market rates and accept the PowerNet rates as within an
acceptable range when compared to the industry benchmarking performed by OJV. The majority of the rates are below the benchmarked market
rates with the remaining rates considered within an acceptable range of up to 15%.
Business, system & network support (Opex - $2.4m)
 Obtained a copy of the NMA and understood how costs are recovered through the agency fee;
 Obtained the NMA and minutes of OJV’s Governing Committee meetings and note approval by the OJV Governing Committee of the agency fee;
 Obtained the OJV business plan FY18/19 and note approval by the OJV Governing Committee of the basis for allocation of the agency fee;
 Obtained an independent advisor report prepared on the reasonableness of the allocation of costs between the PowerNet EDB customers. We note
the report supports the transparent and consistent application of cost allocation between PowerNet’s EDB customers;
 Obtained benchmarking performed on business and system support costs through the use of the historic information disclosure schedules and note
OJV’s business and system support costs per Installation Control Point (ICP) rate well in comparison to its peer group (by size and ICP density).
These costs have also reduced over the past five years, whereas industry and peer group averaged costs per ICP have remained relatively constant,
in nominal terms.
Step 5) Obtaining independent and objective measures to support the arm’s length principle for transactions with PCL
Summary of steps undertaken by the Network to demonstrate compliance of the related party transactions with PCL
The independent and objective measures used by the Network to demonstrate prices paid to PCL are no more than arm’s length transaction value are as
follows:
 The related party transactions associated with opex is considered immaterial and no further assessment deemed necessary;
 For capital expenditure the rates charged were compared to that of PowerNet to confirm whether the conclusions reached on labour rates on OJV
also apply to ESL;
 A significant portion of PCL’s turnover during the year ended 31 March 2019 were from unrelated entities; and
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Materials are sourced from external suppliers, on a traditional arm's length basis including an electrical supply agreement on similar terms to that
entered into by PowerNet.

Our procedures undertaken - ESL
We obtained the ESL’s assessment of the available independent and objective measures used in supporting the arm’s length valuation principle.
We performed the following procedures:
 Confirmed the operating expenses procured from related parties ($45k) as immaterial with no further procedures deemed necessary;
 Obtained the benchmarking of rates performed against those charged by PowerNet. However, we could not confirm whether the terms and
conditions of PowerNet and PCL transactions were on the same basis and for substantially similar services and therefore we could not determine
whether the rates were comparable;
 We noted from the annual financial statements of PCL 60% of turnover were not from related parties. However, no benchmarking was performed
over the external rates charged by PCL to ESL and external contractors; and
 Obtained a copy of the electrical supply agreement, which covers a significant portion of the costs and noted substantially the same terms and
conditions to the PowerNet supply agreement.
The capex charged by PCL to ESL during the year ended 31 March 2019 ($3m) have not been benchmarked to external capex rates for substantially the
same good or service and therefore no independent objective measures were provided to support the arm’s length valuation principle. We have
considered the impact of the lack of independent and objective measures to support the arm’s length principle on our opinion due to the material value of
the expenditure. Refer to the Basis for our Qualified Opinion section of the report for further details.

Governing Committee Member’s Responsibilities
The Governing Committee Members are responsible on behalf of the Network for:
 compliance with the ID Determination and the valuation of related party transactions in accordance with the ID Determination and the IM
Determination; and
 the identification of risks that threaten such compliance and controls which will mitigate those risks and monitor ongoing compliance.

Appraisers’ Responsibilities

Our responsibility is to prepare an independent appraiser report in accordance with clause 2.8.4 of the ID Determination. In preparing the report we are
required to express an opinion on whether, for the disclosure year ended 31 March 2019, the basis for valuation of related party transactions complies, in all
material respects, with the ID Determination and the IM Determination, and whether the steps taken by the Network to test whether it complies, are
considered to be, in all material respects, reasonable in the circumstances.
Our engagement has been conducted in accordance with ISAE (NZ) 3000 (Revised), Assurance Engagements Other than Audits or Reviews of Historical
Financial Information and SAE 3100 (Revised) Compliance Engagements which require that we plan and perform our procedures to obtain reasonable
assurance.
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An assurance engagement to report on the Network’s compliance with the ID Determination and the IM Determination involves performing procedures to
obtain evidence about the compliance activity and controls implemented to meet the relevant related party valuation requirements of the ID Determination
and the IM Determination. The procedures selected depend on our judgement, including the identification and assessment of risks of material noncompliance with the relevant related party valuation requirements of the ID Determination and the IM Determination.

Inherent Limitations
Because of the inherent limitations of an assurance engagement, together with the internal control structure it is possible that fraud, error, or noncompliance with compliance requirements may occur and not be detected.
A reasonable assurance engagement for the disclosure year ended 31 March 2019 does not provide assurance on whether compliance with the relevant
related party valuation requirements of the ID Determination and the IM Determination will continue in the future.

Who we report to

This report has been prepared for the Governing Committee of OtagoNet Joint Venture, the Board of Directors of Electricity Southland Limited and the
Commerce Commission (‘the Parties’) in accordance with clause 2.8.4 of the ID Determination and is provided solely to assist you in establishing that
compliance requirements have been met. Our report should not be used for any other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or
assume responsibility for any reliance on this report to anyone other than the Parties, or for any purpose other than that for which it was prepared.
The engagement partner on the assurance engagement resulting in this independent appraiser’s report is Elizabeth Adriana (Adri) Smit, who is a licensed
auditor with the New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants which forms part of Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand.

Chartered Accountants
2 September 2019

Christchurch, New Zealand
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Independent Auditor’s Report
To the Governing Committee Members of OtagoNet Joint Venture, the Directors of
Electricity Southland Limited and the Commerce Commission
Assurance Report Pursuant to Electricity Distribution Information
Disclosure Determination 2012
This report is for the OJV Regulatory Network (‘the Network’) which includes:


Electricity Southland Limited (‘ESL’) which operates the ESL network; and



OtagoNet Joint Venture (‘OJV’), consisting of a joint venture between Electricity Invercargill
(‘EIL’) and The Power Company (‘TPC’), which operates the OJV network.

The Governing Committee for OJV mirrors the Board of ESL. Any reference to the Governing
Committee of the Network in this report therefore includes reference to those charged with governance
of both OJV and ESL.
We have completed our reasonable assurance engagement in respect of the compliance of the Network
with the Electricity Distribution Disclosure Information Determination 2012 (the ‘Information
Disclosure Determination’) for the disclosure year ended 31 March 2019 where we are required to opine
on:


whether the Network has complied, in all material respects, with the Information Disclosure
Determination, in preparing the information disclosed under schedules 1 to 4, 5a to 5g, 6a and
6b, 7, the related party transactions information disclosed in Appendix A, and the explanatory
notes disclosed in boxes 1 to 11 in Schedule 14 (‘the Disclosure Information’); and



whether the Network’s basis for valuation of related party transactions (‘valuation of related
party transactions’), has complied, in all material respects, with clause 2.3.6 of the Information
Disclosure Determination, and clauses 2.2.11(1)(g) and 2.2.11(5) of the Electricity Distribution
Services Input Methodologies Determination 2012 (‘the Input Methodologies Determination’).

Qualified Opinion

In our opinion, except for the matters described in the Basis for Qualified Opinion section of our report:


As far as appears from our examination, proper records have been kept by ESL and OJV to
enable the complete and accurate compilation of the Disclosure Information;



The information used in the preparation of the Disclosure Information has been properly
extracted from the ESL and OJV’s respective accounting and other records and has been
sourced where appropriate, from their respective financial and non-financial systems;



The Network has complied, in all material respects, with the Information Disclosure
Determination in preparing the Disclosure Information; and



The basis for valuation of related-party transactions complies, in all material respects, with the
Information Disclosure Determination and the Input Methodologies Determination.

Basis for Qualified Opinion
The information provided by the Network to support the arm’s length valuation for certain related party
expenditures could not be verified against independent objective measures. Sufficient appropriate audit
evidence could therefore not be obtained to conclude on whether the basis for valuation of these related
party expenditures complies, in all material respects, with the Information Disclosure Determination
and Input Methodologies Determination. This limitation in evidence is in respect of the related party
capital expenditure of $4,208,000 and operating expenditure of $476,000 included in schedule 5b of
the Disclosure Information.
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Consequently, we were unable to determine whether any adjustments to this amount would be
necessary to ensure compliance with the Information Disclosure Determination and Input
Methodologies Determination.
We conducted our engagement in accordance with ISAE (NZ) 3000 (Revised), Assurance Engagements
Other than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial Information and SAE 3100 (Revised) Compliance
Engagements to obtain reasonable assurance that the Joint Venture has complied in all material
respects with the Information Disclosure Determination and Input Methodologies Determination in the
preparation of the Schedules for the year ended 31 March 2019.
In forming our qualified opinion, except as explained in the Basis for Qualified Opinion section of our
report, we have obtained sufficient recorded evidence and all the information and explanations we have
required.

Our Independence and Quality Control

We have complied with the independence and other ethical requirements of Professional and Ethical
Standard 1 (Revised) issued by the New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board, which is
founded on the fundamental principles of integrity, objectivity, professional competence and due care,
confidentiality and professional behaviour.
The firm applies Professional and Ethical Standard 3 (Amended) and accordingly maintains a
comprehensive system of quality control including documented policies and procedures regarding
compliance with ethical requirements, professional standards, and applicable legal and regulatory
requirements.
We are independent of the Network. Our firm carries out other services for the Network in the areas of
compliance with regulatory requirements of the Commerce Act 1986, financial statement audit, the
provision of regulatory update advisory services and tax pooling services. The provision of these other
services has not impaired our independence as auditor of the Network.

Our audit approach
Overview
Our assurance engagement is designed to obtain reasonable assurance about
the Network’s qualitative and quantitative compliance, in all material respects,
with the Information Disclosure Determination and Input Methodologies
Determination.
Quantitative materiality levels are determined for individual schedules included
in the Disclosure Information based on the nature of the information set out in
the schedules.
Profit based schedules –5% of Regulatory profit before tax
Asset based schedules –1% of Regulatory asset base
Performance based schedules – 5% of non-financial measures
Related party transactions – 2% of total related party transactions. Qualitative
factors were also considered when assessing the arm’s length valuation rules on
related party transactions.
We have determined that there is one key assurance matter:


Regulatory Asset Base

Materiality
The scope of our assurance engagement was influenced by our application of materiality.
Based on our professional judgement, we determined certain quantitative thresholds for materiality.
These, together with qualitative considerations, helped us to determine the scope of our assurance
engagement, the nature, timing and extent of our assurance procedures and to evaluate the effect of
misstatements, both individually and in aggregate on the Disclosure Information as a whole.
Scope
Our procedures included analytical procedures, evaluating the appropriateness of assumptions used and
whether they have been consistently applied, agreement of the Disclosure Information to, or reconciling
with, source systems and underlying records, an assessment of the significant judgements made by the
Network in the preparation of the Disclosure Information and valuing the related party transactions,
and evaluation of the overall adequacy of the presentation of supporting information and explanations.
These procedures have been undertaken to form an opinion as to whether the Network has complied, in
all material respects, with the Information Disclosure Determination in the preparation of the
Disclosure Information for the year ended 31 March 2019, and whether the basis for valuation of related
party transactions complies, in all material respects, with the Information Disclosure Determination and
the Input Methodologies Determination.
Key Assurance Matters
Key assurance matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement were of most significance
in carrying out the assurance engagement during the current disclosure year. These matters were
addressed in the context of our assurance engagement as a whole, and in forming our opinion. We do
not provide a separate opinion on these matters. In addition to the matter described in the Basis of
qualified opinion section of our report, we have determine the matters described below to be Key
Assurance Matters.
Key assurance matter
Regulatory Asset Base

The Regulatory Asset Base (RAB), as set out
in Schedule 4, reflects the value of the
Network’s electricity distribution assets.
These are valued using an indexed historic
cost methodology prescribed by the
Determination. It is a measure which is used
widely and is key to measuring the Network’s
return on investment and therefore
important when monitoring financial
performance or setting electricity
distribution prices.
The RAB inputs, as set out in the Input
Methodologies, are similar to those used in
the measurement of fixed assets in the
financial statements, however, there are a
number of different requirements and
complexities which require careful
consideration.
Due to the importance of the RAB within the
regulatory regime, the incentives to overstate
the RAB value, and complexities within the
regulations, we have considered it to be a key

How our procedures addressed the key assurance
matter
We have obtained an understanding of the compliance
requirements relevant to the RAB as set out in the
Information Disclosure Determination (ID
Determination) and the Input Methodologies (IMs).
We have performed the following procedures:
Assets commissioned
 We reconciled the assets commissioned as per the
regulatory fixed asset register to the asset additions
disclosed in the audited annual financial statements,
and investigated any reconciling items;
 We inspected the assets commissioned during the
period, as per the regulatory fixed asset register, to
identify any specific cost or asset type exclusions, as
set out in the ID Determination, which are required to
be removed from the RAB;
 We tested a sample of assets commissioned during the
disclosure period for appropriate asset category
classification;
Depreciation
 We compared the standard asset lives by asset
category to those set out in the IMs;
 For assets with no standard asset lives we assessed the

Key assurance matter
area of focus.

How our procedures addressed the key assurance
matter
reasonableness of the lives used by reference to the
accounting depreciation rates;
 We tested the mathematical accuracy of the
depreciation calculation on a sample basis and that it
is performed in line with IM clause 2.2.5;
Revaluation
 We recalculated the revaluation rate set out in the
Input Methodologies using the relevant Consumer
Price Index indices taken from the Statistics New
Zealand website;
 We tested the mathematical accuracy of the
revaluation calculation performed by management;
Disposals
 We inspected the asset disposals within the accounting
fixed asset register to ensure disposals in the RAB
meet the definition of a disposal per the IMs;
We have no matters to report from undertaking those
procedures.

Governing Committee Members’ Responsibilities
The Governing Committee Members are responsible on behalf of the Network for
 compliance with the Information Disclosure Determination and the valuation of related party
transactions in accordance with the Information Disclosure Determination and the Input
Methodologies Determination; and
 the identification of risks that threaten such compliance and controls which will mitigate those
risks and monitor ongoing compliance.

Auditors’ Responsibilities
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether the Network has complied, in all material
respects, with the Information Disclosure Determination in the preparation of the Disclosure
Information for the disclosure year ended 31 March 2019 and on whether the basis for valuation of
related party transactions complies, in all material respects, with the Information Disclosure
Determination and the Input Methodologies Determination.
Our engagement has been conducted in accordance with ISAE (NZ) 3000 (Revised), Assurance
Engagements Other than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial Information and SAE 3100 (Revised)
Compliance Engagements which require that we plan and perform our procedures to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the Network has complied in all material respects with the Information
Disclosure Determination in the preparation of the Disclosure Information for the disclosure year ended
31 March 2019, and whether the basis for valuation of related party transactions complies, in all
material respects, with the Information Disclosure Determination and the Input Methodologies
Determination.
An assurance engagement to report on the Network’s compliance with the Information Disclosure
Determination and the Input Methodologies Determination involves performing procedures to obtain
evidence about the compliance activity and controls implemented to meet the requirements of the
Information Disclosure Determination and the Input Methodologies Determination. The procedures
selected depend on our judgement, including the identification and assessment of risks of material noncompliance with the requirements of the Information Disclosure Determination and the Input
Methodologies Determination.

Inherent Limitations
Because of the inherent limitations of an assurance engagement, together with the internal control
structure it is possible that fraud, error, or non-compliance with compliance requirements may occur
and not be detected.
A reasonable assurance engagement for the disclosure year ended 31 March 2019 does not provide
assurance on whether compliance with the requirements of the Information Disclosure Determination
and the Input Methodologies Determination will continue in the future.

Who we report to
This report has been prepared for the Governing Committee of OtagoNet Joint Venture, the Board of
Directors of Electricity Southland Limited and the Commerce Commission (‘the Parties’) in accordance
with clause 2.8.1(1) of the Information Disclosure Determination and is provided solely to assist you in
establishing that compliance requirements have been met. Our report should not be used for any other
purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility for any
reliance on this report to anyone other than the Parties, or for any purpose other than that for which it
was prepared.
The engagement partner on the assurance engagement resulting in this independent auditor’s report is
Elizabeth Adriana (Adri) Smit.

Chartered Accountants
2 September 2019

Christchurch, New Zealand

